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It's October - even if 

September was a losing 

month, that has nothing to 

do with this month.

There is no way to provide 

great Customer service if 

you don't paint a picture of 

excellence for your team.

Have you thought about 

Halloween yet? Don’t wait 

until the last minute.

Take 20 minutes today to plan 

your week. Open your 

calendar and plot your critical 

path.
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Motivation Monday: Take a 

look at everything in your 

business and dare to make 

it all better.

Body language matters! 

Take the walk through your 

business and make sure 

everyone is standing up 

straight

Don't hoard praise - take 

the time to single  out 3 

people who have really 

been nailing their jobs.

Buy copies of my book 

RECIPE FOR SERVICE at 

Barnes & Noble to learn to 

deliver amazing Customer 

Service each day.

Cleanliness matters: have 

you checked to be sure your 

light fixtures and window 

sills are free of dust and 

dead bugs

Unplug and head to the 

movies. And by the way, 

leave that stupid phone at 

home!

Are you shuffling through 

papers in your briefcase 

constantly? If you haven't 

used it in two weeks throw it 

away.
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Monday Motivation: Don't 

focus on sales. Focus on 

amazing execution and let 

the money take care of 

itself.

When your team makes 

mistakes don't punish them 

ruthlessly.  That will kill risk 

taking and confidence.

If you have to point, do so 

with two fingers or a whole 

hand.  It feels more polite.

Are you letting your teams 

decorate for Halloween?  

Make a contest out of it and 

watch everyone have fun.

Preshift huddles are 5-7 

minute meetings before 

each shift. What a great way 

to keep everyone on the 

same page.

Don't neglect your health. 

Have you made an 

appointment for your 

physical? Set one up for 

next week.

Take ten minutes, read your 

comment cards from last 

week, now let that data 

percolate so you can crush all 

issues on Monday.
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Monday Motivation: You 

can dwell on why you can't 

improve service or you can 

stop whining and push 

harder.

Have you complimented 

your team today? It is so key 

to make sure you point out 

their positive behaviors 

consistently.

Take the time to sit with 

your team and ask about 

their dreams. Understand 

what they want to do next 

in their careers.

Buy the same number of 

Halloween cards as you 

have employees. Start 

writing them thank you 

notes.

Don't just walk through your 

business and wave and 

shout hello. Stop, talk, and 

get to know your team 

more deeply.

Cooking breakfast together 

is a great way to bond as a 

family. Pancakes can bring 

everyone together.

Take time to do something 

you love. You likely take great 

care of Guests, team, and 

family - but you must look 

after yourself, too.
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Monday Motivation: Set the 

example that shows your 

team you are committed to 

service excellence.

Don't assume that everyone 

understands what great 

service looks like. Explain 

and teach it at all turns.

Today is the day you give 

out those thank you cards 

you have been writing. 

Watch your team delight in 

your thoughtfulness.

How is your suggestive 

selling? Its more about 

making sure folks have what 

they need but it also drives 

sales.

Did you buy candy for 

tomorrow? Be ready to 

have the best Halloween 

with your family tomorrow.

Happy Halloween!

"Just because I cannot see it 

doesn't mean I can't believe 

it."

-Jack Skellington
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"Listen deeply to your Customers 
comments and suggestions. It is the 
best way to truly understand them."

Tony Johnson

Click on
www.THETONYJOHNSON.com

To Sign Up for ACTIONABLE
Customer Service Tips
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